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U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham
faces raucous crowd at
town hall in Clemson
Katie McCarthy

News Editor
raucous
a
Facing
crowd of around 1,000
people, U.S. Sen. Lindsey
Graham, R-SC, endured
more than an hour of jeers
and boos - punctuated by
occasional applause - on
the morning of Saturday,
March 4 at a town hall
held in the Brooks Center
on Clemson University's
campus. Graham discussed
President Donald Trump,
the Russians, health care,
education and other hot
button topics.
erupted
Attendees
into a chorus of boos early
during the town hall, almost
drowning out Graham when
he expressed his support
for Trump.
'Tm going to try to
help our President Donald
Trump be as successful as
possible because, No. 1,
I agree with him mostly
and I'd like to get this
country moving again,"
Graham said.
Graham
However,
also said he was worried by
Trump's tweets alleging that
predecessor Barack Obama
illegally tapped Trump
Tower phones during the
2016 campaign season.
The senator said it
would be upsetting if the
administration
Obama
lines
Trump's
tapped
illegally the month before
the election, and that
it would be equally as
upsetting if a judge had
granted a warrant for it.
Graham said he wanted
to get to the bottom of
the allegations either way.
Obama spokesman
An
denied the claims in a
statement released later
Saturday night.
Graliam also spoke
the
about
frequently
Russian.s and was met with
applause when he said, 'Tm
not only going to push for
a Russian investigation, I'm
going to punish Russia for
trying to interfere in our
election," adding, "I believe
with all my heart and

soul that the Russians did lousy idea."
also
senator
The
interfere with our election."
that
crowd
the
Graham said he would told
be participating in Senate other Republicans have
Subcommittee not included him in the
Judiciary
on Crime and Terrorism bill-drafting process for
hearings later this month on replacing the ACA.
"Can I tell you a secret?
alleged Russian involvement
I don't even know what the
in the 2016 U.S. election.
GOP plan is," Graham said.
to
going
"We're
with
followed
He
explain what the Russians
do to try to break the a message directed at
legislators
Republican
backbone of democracies,
replacement
Graham
the
on
ours,"
working
including
give
"Don't
said as the audience cheered proposal:
Lindsey Graham take-it-or
in response.
"As to Trump-Russian leave-it options. Cause I'll
campaign ties, I have no leave it. I want to be a part
evidence personally, but I of this. I want you to know
will insist that the FBI be what we're doing," he said.
Graham was asked
given a full opportunity
to investigate this without several times why the Senate
the
subpoena
couldn't
political interference."
Graham said he has president's tax returns.
"We can subpoena his
also introduced legislation
tax returns," Graham said
to punish the Russians for
as attendees cheered before
interfering in the election.
"I just got back from interjecting: "I will do that
France and Germany, and when I believe there's a
Russia is all over their reason to do that."
The audience jeered
elections. What they're
believing there
response,
in
the
break
trying to do is
already is a reason to act as
backbone of democracy.
Vladimir Putin is a thug and many shouted: "Russia!"
also
was
Graham
people who object to him,
they don't come to town loudly booed at when he
halls, they get shot," he said. discussed his support for
Graham also spoke U.S. Education Secretary
in favor of rebuilding the Betsy DeVos, who won her
military and improving nomination by a I-vote
margin after Vice President
relations overseas.
"If you want to destroy Mike Pence, in a rare move,
radical Islam, you'd better cast the deciding ballot in
invest in the lives of others her favor.
schoola
DeVos,
over there," he said. "You've
got to invest in those lives choice advocate, was widely
criticized for having never
of others to be safe here.
Terrorists are offering a attended public schools and
glorious death. You've got not sending her children to
public schools.
to offer a hopeful life."
"I thought she was
audience
Several
members also asked about qualified," Graham said.
continued
Graham
the future of health care
and the Affordable Care by saying he had voted
Cabinet
Obama's
Act (ACA). Graham was for
deserved
Trump
and
picks
met with applause when he
asked, "How many of you the same support for his
want single-payer health Cabinet choices.
have
"Elections
care coverage?"
said.
he
consequences,"
health
Single-payer
Graham is the fifth
care is the system used by
many other industrialized Republican senator to hold
a town hall in his home
countries, such as Canada.
responded, district since Trump was
Graham
"Well, don't vote for me sworn in as president on
because I think that's a Jan. 20.
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Killian McDonald (bottom row, third &om left), Jaren Stewart (bottom row, fourth &om left)
and members of their campaign team.

McDona ld and Stewart win
CUSG presidential election
Katie McCarthy

overwhelmed that so many
people saw themselves in
our campaign," McDonald
said. "So many people I
didn't know volunteered to
join, so I just want to say
thank you and I hope we
make you proud."
CUSG Senate election
results are in as well.
of
College
the
For
Computing
Engi~eering,
and Applied Sciences, the
senators
elected
newly
Livingston
Jacob
are
(384 votes) and Andrew
Osteen (306).
For the College of
and
Social
Behavioral,
Health Science, Rachel
Reid (380) and Perrin
Hines (259).
For the College of
and
ArchiteGttUe,- Arts
Thomas
Humanities,
;i.nd
MarshaU · · (321)
Bernadette Sommer (271).
For the College of
Science, Catherine Petty
(229) and Jessica Ruday
(226).
For the College of
Forestry
Agricultur~,
and Life Sciences, Jacob
Crotts (133).
College
the
For
Samuel
Business,
of
Thompson (242) and Rachel
Reinker (241).
were
senators
No
elected to represent the
College of Education.
For the sophomore
Shankar
Shreya
class,
(254) and Emily Anna
Godbold (235).
For the junior class,
Willie Webb (268) and
Jacovia Cherry (265).
For the senior class,
Josh Hutchinson (257) and
Monica Rozman (219).
Large
at
Senators
are Katie Violette (227),

News Editor
After more than a
month of campaigning, the
results are in for the CUSG
Vice
and
Presidential
Presidential elections.
Killian McDonald and
Jaren Stewart won with
56.38 percent of the votes
(2778), according to an
email from CUSG Director
of Elections Emma Schafer.
A total of 4,961 votes were
cast during the election.
"I had to keep myself
standing up, I was actually
holding on to Killian
when we heard, so we're
just excited, I'd say really,
Stewart
really excited,"
said when asked about his
initial reaction to hearing
McDonald's
and
his
names announced.
McDonald and Stewart
are already making plans for
what they want to do once
they take office.
"I think one of the
first things we want to do
is start looking at diversity
and inclusivity: what steps
we can start to make to
make this a more inclusive
campus, to make it a }Ilore
diverse campus . . . How
can we make everybody
feel like they belong in the
Clemson Family? . . . What
steps we can start thinking
about taking right now?"
McDonald said.
Both elects agreed that
they couldn't have done it
without their supporters.
"I ... just want to. say
thank you, I want this to
be as much everybody's
campaign as it is our
campaign, because this
really was a campaign for
students, and I'm just so

(217),
Lynn
Madeline
(210),
Moore
Stephen
Bolick (207),
Madison
Zachary Pate (207), Patrick
Gorospe (203), AJ Miller
(197), Ashley Girvin (196),
Jade Richard (196), Sloane
Banner
( 194),
Perkins
Brock (18 7), Parker Tilley
( 187), Beau Scheible (187),
Miller Hoffman (177),
Michael Summers (175),
Aliyah Simmons (174),
Carly Sincavitch (171),
Phillip Lyew-Daniels (163),
Tremain Priouleau II (159),
Olivia DuBro (159), Lisa Uy
(156), Katelyn Sutherland
(155), Isabella Kazmier
(148), Jay Sridharan (148),
(143),
Anders
Emily
(140),
Daniels
Bryson
Mar
(139),
Matt Phillips
Parido Sunyer (128), Peter
Sterckx (127), Anna Albert
(126), Abraham Moskowitz
Smoak
Mando
(122),
(119), Jordan Seymour
(116), Daniel Finley (116),
Kibler
August
Joseph
Jones
Christian
(106),
Gregoris
Madison
( 104),
Corey
and
(103)
McCormack (99).
Graduate
for
As
Student Government (GSG)
electio.ns, Courtney Allen, a
PhD student in Educational
Leadership, is the President
Elect. She received 59.33
percent (286) of the votes.
Steven O'Shields came in
second with 40.66 percent
( 196) of the votes.
Aury Kangelos, a PhD
student in Policy Studies,
is the Vice President-Elect.
He received 54.14 percent
(261) of the votes. Doug
Chickarello came in second
with 45.85 percent (221) of
the votes.
482 graduate students
voted overall, GSG said.

Clemson Indian Students• Association
Holi festival this weekend
John Tison

Contributor
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The Tiger's &ont page on Oct. 19, 2007 features plans for the Core Campus Redevelopment
Project. Core Campus opened to students last full.
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The annual Holi Festival
will be held this Sunday ,
March 13 at 11 a.m. at Lever
Beach. The event is hosted by
the Clemson Indian Students'
Association (CISA).
This year, tickets to the
event will be free for everyone,
not just students. There
will be Indian dishes served
at the event and a DJ will
be playing Indian music.
And of course, there's the
colored powder.
Those familiar with
the Color Run will notice
the
to
similarities
its
Holi Festival. In fact,
the Color Run was inspired
In
Festivals.
Holi
by
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there
instance,
this
running,
no
be
will
just the festival itsel£
The significance of
the day is to bring people
from varying backgrounds
together and make them
indistinguishable through the
use of the colored powder.
'The idea is to forget all
fights with others for the day,"
CISA President Chaitanya
Banthia said.
a Hindu
is
Holi
religious holiday occurring
in the spring. Despite
the religious ties, though,
that
stresses
Banthia
a
largely
is
it
cultural practice.
"I thought of it as just
a cultural thing growing
up. It was just enjoyable,"

First Copy Free

o

he said.
Last year, the event
was held off campus due to
damage which had occurred
the year before. This year,
CISA is happy to have it back
on campus.
The Gantt Multicultural
Center, Graduate Student
Government and Indian
are
Exchange
Cultural
sponsoring the event. In
collaboration with CISA,
they are helping with the
pricing and managing of
the event.
Banthia said, "We want
people to be involved,and we
want locals to come. We've
worked to make it free with
the other organizations."
For more information,
visit http://bit.ly/2mt7YVR.
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Top five things you need to know
Language and International
Trade Conference to be held
this week

Clemson scientists
preparing for August's total
solar eclipse

National Championship
commemorated by 13
highway signs in SC

The annual Language and Internal Trade (L&IT)
Conference will be held on Wednesday, March 8 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Hendrix Center Ballrooms.
The conference gives students of foreign languages in
a variety of majors, including L&IT, business, engineering
and communications an opportunity to interact with
representatives of the international business community. In
addition to addresses and panel discussions, there will be
roundtable discussions and a networking social.
The event is free, and dress is business casual. All
events are walk-in except for the roundtable discussions.
To learn more and register for the roundtable
discussions, visit http://bit.ly/2l]PU1L.

While the total solar eclipse on Aug. 21 is still a few
months away, Clemson scientists are already preparing for
the historic event.
Though the entire continental U.S. will be able
to witness portions of the eclipse, the total eclipse will
only be visible on a narrow track stretching across the
U.S. Clemson is located almost dead-center within this
narrow band.
The eclipse will begin its pass over the Upstate around
1:07 p.m. EDT and finish around 4:02 p.m. The totality
of the eclipse will begin around 2:37 p.m. and last less than
three minutes.
Anyone interested in attending the viewing party will
be able to learn more details starting April 1 when clemson.
edu/eclipse debuts.

Last week, Clemson University unveiled 13 highway signs
touting its 2016 National Championship title.
A sign installation ceremony was held on Friday, March 3
off of U.S. 76 at Excelsior Mill Road. Some of the signs will be
installed this week.
The signs, which read "Clemson University 2016 College
Football National Champions," will be placed at numerous
South Carolina Welcome Centers.
Some will also be installed along U.S. 76, U.S. 93 and U.S.
123, three of the main highways that come through Clemson,
according to the South Carolina Department ofTransportation.
The Tigers defeated Alabama 35-31 in January to win
their second National Championship. While Clemson fans
will appreciate the signs, the same likely can't be said for the
Gamecock faithful sharing the highway.

'Walk for Water' to take
place this weekend in
Clemson

New off-campus student
housing bid for downtown
Clemson

The 2017 Clemson Walk for Water will be held on
March 11 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Library Bridge.
The purpose of the walk is to "raise awareness of the
global water crisis here in our community," according to the
event's website. Each participant will begin the walk with
an empty bucket. About half-way through, they will fill
the bucket with water and complete the remainder of the
course. According to the event's website, the hope is "that all
participants end the Walk with a better understanding of the
challenges people around the world face daily in search of
something that we often take for granted - water."
The cost is $10 for an individual walker. To register, visit
http:/ /bit.ly/2lrxaMs.

A proposal for another student housing project in
downtown Clemson will be vetted Tuesday, March 7 by
Clemson City Council.
Gilbane Development Company is exploring the
possibility of tearing down The Shops of College Place, located
at the corner of College Avenue and Keowee Trail, to build new
student aparttnents. The lot is about 2.5 acres in size.
The proposal includes plans for 109 new apartments with
a total of 373 bedrooms. A parking garage for 400 vehicles,
14,000-square-feet of retail space, a pool and a fitness center are
also included in the proposal.
To view a copy of the proposal, visit http:! /bit.
ly/2mHMKzK.

CRIME LOG
March 4:

March 2:

Location: 100 Block
Pressley Dr
Time: Around 2 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/
Party

Location: 400 Block
Lindsay Road
Time: Around 10 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/
Party

Location: 100 Block
Grace Street
Time: Around 1 a.m.
Incident: Loud Music/
Party

March I:
No incidents reported.

March 3:

No incidents reported.

February 28:

Location: 100 Block
Carteret Court
Time: Around 11 p.m.
Incident: Loud Music/
Party

Photo courtesy o
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Digital renderings illustrate artist Koryn Rolstad's plan for "illuminated Chroma Wmd Trees," which will be assembled in
Core Campus during Spring Break.

Core Campus art installation set
for spring break
Annabel Zane
Contributor
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The famous liveliness of
Clemson's students will soon
be reflected in the school's
architecture, as a new art
installation bursting with
color and vivacity will find a
new home at Core Campus
over Spring Break.
The project's vibrancy is
matched only by that of its
designer. Koryn Rolstad has
been creating public art pieces
for over 40 years, and is "vety
excited to be doing this."
She is an acclaimed artist
who lives in Seattle and she
has received commissions for
her public art pieces from all
around the country.
Describing her work
as a public artist, Rolstad
said, "you're basically a
combination of architect,
engineer
[and]
urban
designer, and the art part is
really little, but the art part
comes first."
Rolstad said she knows
the moment she looks at a
space what the piece is going
to look like, saying "it comes
to me in a nanosecond."
She said the inspiration
for the Clemson project,
titled "Illuminated Chroma
Wind Trees," came from the

desire to create something
the students can "make their
own story with." Rolstad
explained, "I wanted an
installation that was exterior
and interior, that was joyful
and animated and gave way
to identity."
The
completed
installation will have two
components, one inside and
one outside, which will work
together to create one piece.
The interior part will
create an image of brightly
colored birds which will
appear to be flying off through
a window. As a part of the
exterior project, 90 trees will
be planted, continuing the
theme of bringing life to
the area.
will
Jointly,
they
accomplish Rolstad's ultimate
goal of creating a lively, happy
space. It will not be a "pedestal
piece of art," but one that the
students can enjoy and make
their own.
Rolstad anticipates the
many component parts,
including the scores of bird
like wings, will arrive in mid
March. Although designing
and figuring out the logistics
of such a project is a relatively
lengthy process, Rolstad
expects the actual installation
to take no more than three to

four days.
"[Being able to work]
both indoors and outdoors
at the same time," makes
for quick work. Various
contractors,
including
a
concrete
company,
electricians and a ceiling team,
will hang up the suspended
components of the piece.
During
production,
Rolstad and a small crew
of around six others will be
working alongside them,
making sure everything looks
as it should.
This project is part of
a series Rolstad has been
working on for several years,
creating public art pieces
for various clients across
the country. Each piece has
been created according to
its environment, but they
all share the same themes of
vitality and radiance. This
specific project is expected to
cost $250,000.
Richard
Goodstein,
Dean of the College of
Architecture,
Arts
and
Humanities said, "Public
art is an important aspect of
civilized cultures." Goodstein
said it is an especially
powerful art form because of
how it shapes and is shaped
by its surroundings, and
how it "resonates a sense

of place and the value of
art in the health and well
being of a community." The
school officials hope that the
addition of such a dynamic
and effervescent piece will
create that feeling on campus.
Goodstein stressed that
student input has played a
crucial role in bringing public
an to Clemson. In particular,
the Atelier Site, a Creative
Inquiry class representing
all five colleges on campus,
worked to "solicit input from
various stakeholders and
make a final decision," he
said.
Those decisions are
then approved by the art
faculty, officially bringing the
project into motion. Many
applications were carefully
looked over before ultimately
selecting Rolstad's design and
inviting her to campus to
complete the installation.
Clemson's decision to
commission public art pieces
stems from its core values
and beliefs. Goodstein said,
"It would be my hope that
public art on our campus
helps
reinforce Thomas
Green Clemson's vision of a
high seminary of learning and
that the 'beautiful arts create
a magic bond which unites all
ages and nations."'
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Tigra Scientifica: Finally ... fertile fossils!
Using ancient trilobite fossils to unlock evolutionary secrets
Adam Luthman
Contributor

The
prospect
of
holding and observing life,
preserved from millions of
years ago, has inspired
many scientists.
For Thomas Hegna
and
his
colleagues
at
Western Illinois University,
the discovery of a unique
trilobite fossil in upstate
New York has allowed them
to
relive
the youthful
wonder of scouring riverbeds
for rocks containing fossils,
but this time with implications
for
understanding
the
evolution of invertebrate
reproductive biology.
Trilobites are an extinct
class of marine arthropods invertebrate organisms with
exoskeletons and segmented
bodies similar to crustaceans,
insects and spiders.
Evolutionarily
related
to modern horseshoe crabs,
trilobites have been dated
as old as 520 million years

and disappeared m the
mass
extinction
events
that occurred 250 million
years ago.
With
more
than
17,000 species identified
from across the trilobites'
270 million year existence,
there has been extensive
research
into
trilobite
morphology and evolutionary
development.
And
yet,
until recently, we knew
nearly nothing about the most
important aspect of trilobite
success: reproduction.
In a recent publication
in
Geology,
Hegna
identified a 450 million year
old
fossilized
trilobite
specimen
as
Triarthrus
eatoni.
Accompanied
by
a cluster of trilobite eggs, this
fossil offers new information
regarding early arthropod
reproductive biology.
Researchers
visualized
the trilobite fossil in three
dimensions using computed
tomography
scanning,
which is the same process

used to perform medical
CT
scans.
Fossilized
eggs were identified in a cavity
behind the head segment.
Before
conclusions
could be drawn about
this surprising find, however,
researchers had to overcome
several hurdles, including
the hundreds of millions
of years separating humans
from T. eatoni. Without
a
living
specimen
to
study, they turned to a
modern relative of the
trilobite for comparison: the
horseshoe crab.
Consistent
with
horseshoe
crabs,
fossils
show that neither male
nor
female
trilobites
possessed specialized external
genitalia. The lack of external
sex organs further suggests
that male trilobites probably
clustered around females
during
mating
seasons
to
release
sperm
at
the
same
time
and
place
as
eggs
were released, increasing

fertilization chances.
Hegna and colleagues
speculated that eggs and
sperm
likely
developed
in
genital
pores
just
behind the head and were
released to be fertilized and
brooded externally.
Despite the challenges of
studying an extinct species,
many important conclusions
can
be
drawn
from
comparative biology using
known evolutionary relatives.
The fossil found in
upstate New York was the
first identified to include both
a trilobite and eggs, allowing
groundbreaking analysis by
Hegna and colleagues.
But this is only the
beginning.
Armed
with
new knowledge of trilobite
eggs and theories of external
fertilization,
researchers
can begin to understand
the reproductive processes
of early arthropods to further
uncover evolutionary secrets
hundreds of millions of
years in the making.

Photo courtesy of Wikipedia via Didier Descouens

Self-proclaimed antifa organization spreads
promotional materials on campus
Katie McCarthy,
Saavon Smalls
News Editor, Editor-in-Chief

Posters
speaking
out against fascism and
advertising an organization
called "Upstate Antifa" (UA)
were found across Clemson
University's campus and the
surrounding community over
the weekend.
Reports on social media
show that posters have been
found in multiple areas of
campus, including near Sikes
Hall and Fort Hill.

+

A few days earlier,
similar posters were spotted
on a bench outside Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church
in
downtown
Clemson,
according to a post on Reddic.
The posters featured the same
imagery and stated, "Fascism
is not to be debated. It is to
be smashed."
Some students have
expressed
concern about
the posters.
"Violent extremism m
the name of political activism
will not go unchallenged in
Clemson, South Carolina.

Upstate Antifa promotes
violence
and
property
destruction, and its operatives
are too coward! y to openly
show their faces," senior civil
engineering major Mitchell
Gunter said. "This is the same
strain of organization that
brought .. . on destruction and
injuries to UC Berkeley."
Some students, however,
think otherwise.
"Look what I found all
over Clemson today ""
""""
"" .. w
#antifa" @dawnlifsey ,wet:Leu.
According to Upstate
Antifa's Facebook page, the

group's purpose is, "Fighting
against
fascism,
racism,
misogyny, and bigotry m
Upstate SC."
UA was also accused of
throwing away copies of The
TigerTown Observer (TTO),
a
magazine
publication
on campus.
"Looks
like
the
Upstate Antifa threw away a
bunch of The Tiger Town
Observer issue copies. (they
are literally this childish),"
Gunter, also a staff member
for TigerTown Observer,
wrote on Facebook. ''.Also,

there's only like 10 hardcore,
radical communists here, so
it's
clear
exactly
who
is
doing
this.
This is the anonymous version
of Clemson Students for a
Democratic society."
The representative for
UA denied their alleged
involvement in the removal
of TigerTown
Observer
magazines. The rep. said
that while "[UA] did put
flyers
on
the
[TTO]
bin," they "did not throw
copies of the [magazine]
away.
We
do
nothing

without good reason."
In response to their
placement
of
their
materials, the representative
also said, "The materials
placed around campus were
a
direct
response
to the the distribution
of
Klan
recruitment
propaganda
in
the
Upstate. Many communities,
including
some
of
our own neighborhoods,
were targeted. The police,
university
administration
and
media's
response
was completely inadequate."

BikeShare program
coming to Clemson soon
Chris Edwards
Contributor

Following spring break,
Clemson University intends
to implement a program
called BikeShare, which is
aimed at giving students the
opportunity to rent bikes to
ride on campus.
Jacob
McMeekin,
Transportation and Faculties
Chairman for CUSG, says
that for the first two hours,
renting a bike will be free.
"You'll
have
the
opportunity to take the
bike
about anywhere
you
want
to
go,"
McMeekin said.
Around campus, there
will be docking stations
where students can return the
rented bikes.
"We will have five
different locations: one at
Fike, one at Hendrix, one
near the Student Union, one
out near Watt and one out
near Sikes Hall."
"It's an opportunity for
students, especially residential
students, to get across
campus a little bit faster and

less traditionally." Students
wishing to rent bikes must
first pay a five dollar fee to
Parking and Transportation
Services. Once the fee has
been paid, students will be
given a small card which
will allow them to rent bikes
whenever they want to.
"The primary focus [for
the bikes] is going to be on
residential students [but]
they're open to all students."
The bikes will only be
available at the locations
around
campus,
serving
as a test run for later
implementation in
areas
outside of campus.
"We're hoping to, over
the years, if we see success,
to maybe implement them in
the parking lots so commuter
students can get from the
parking lot to campus,"
McMeekin said.
The university is getting
the bikes from B-cycle,
according to McMeekin:
"They're actually the same
company that runs the bike
share program in Greenville.
So your membership [at
Clemson] will also give

you access to the Greenville
bike share."
CUSG is close to
implementing BikeShare, but
the program has been in the
works for some time.
"Really it got started
with Will Richter about two
years ago."
Richter,
a
cycling
enthusiast and the one who
spearheaded the program,
was
the
transportation
and
facilities
chairman
before McMeekin.
"I think the big focus
is looking into alternative
transportation. With such
a high demand for parking
on campus and such limited
room you're always looking
for other ways to get
around, and biking is such a
great option."
McMeekin said that
rhe city of Clemson has
been looking at trying to get
students who live close to
campus, within a mile, to bike
to campus instead ofdriving a
car. McMeekin also said that,
"We're trying to work on that
mindset that you don't have
to have a car to get around ."

Peter Parker and Clark
Kent were both journalists.
Coincidence? Think not.
Email Editor-in-Chief Saavon Smalls at
editor@thetigernews.com to learn how
you can join our staff.
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More than 300 courses
will be ~ffered, including
online courses, independent
studies, internships and
study abroad.
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EMILY LADY// Staff

Tight end Jordan Leggett (16) did not perform well at the NFL Combine this weekend. He only completed 18 bench press reps and did not run the 40-yard dash.

Former Tiger offensive stars perform at
NFL Combine, look to impress teams
Colin Halm
Asst. Sports Editor
The Clemson Tigers
sent multiple players
to
Indianapolis
over
the
weekend to compete in the
NFL Combine - a gauntlet
of physical and mental tests
chat attempt to shed light
on a player's potential to
compete at the highest level
of play.
Deshaun
Watson,
Mike Williams, Artavis
Scott, Wayne Gallman and
Jordan Leggett have all
gone through their tests
and are on the way back
home. Cordrea Tankersley,
Ben Boulware and Carlos
Watkins are set to work
our later in the week to end
the Combine.
Gallman was the first
one to show off his chops
on Friday, bench pressing

225 pounds 21 times and
just missing the cutoff
as a top performer. Rival
running back Dalvin Cook
out of Florida State benched
the same weight just one
more time.
The "Wayne Train" is
not projected to be a very
high pick this spring, but he
is projected to be a balanced
runner with a chance to
start in the NFL given the
right system and a couple
of years.
The
other
four
offensive players performed
with mixed results on
Saturday. In the morning,
Watson and the · ocher
quarterbacks
threw
in
some practice drills to test
accuracy and mechanics.
Just as he did during his
collegiate career, Watson
glided smoothly through
his mechanics on his way

to some beautiful-looking
throws .
Outside
of
his
throwing,
Watson
performed
better
than
expected in the 40-yard
dash, vertical jump and
broad jump. He placed as
a top-five performer in all
but one of the events he
participated in. The media
interview was fairly typical
for Watson, with one
slight hiccup.
When Watson accepted
his second Davey O'Brien
Award, he made a comment
about how he kept his end
of the deal by being the
nation's best quarterback
two years in a row. In order
to keep up their end of the
deal, the Cowboys would
have to draft Watson in
April.
This was seen as a
bit of a slight toward the

Cleveland Browns, who
Williams
is
the
own the first and twelfth
opposite of Scott and can
play physically, caking up
overall picks and have the
opportunity and need to · space and going for the
draft a quarterback.
possession catch.
Watson assured the
Williams'
vertical
media that he would be
jump was far from the best
happy to play for any team,
and he did not run the 40.
and that the comment was
Williams' bench press (15
nothing bur a joke between
reps) was also fairly low
him and the Cowboys'
when compared to other
owner, Jerry Jones.
receivers in this class. The
Combine probably won't
Williams and Scott
both provided an up
greatly impact Williams'
and-down
performance.
stock, but he does need to
Scott ran a 4.61 second
perform better at Clemson's
40-yard dash. Normally,
Pro Day to solidify his status
this isn't a terrible time, but
as the top wide receiver in
it isn't very good, either.
the class.
Granted, the record for the
Jordan
Leggett
40-yard dash was broken by
underperformed in
the
a wide receiver, bur Scott
bench press and vertical
1s not a big-bodied wide
jump, and has probably
receiver. He will need to rely
fallen further down draft
on speed and route-running
boards.
to make an impact on an
Game tape 1s always
NFL team.
the
biggest factor
m

determining how good a
player really is, but if any
teams are on the fence
between him and another
player, these results might
come back to bite him.
Although he is a
balanced
tight
end,
Leggett doesn't really stand
out
in
any
one
particular skill.
The draft 1s just 52
days away from Monday,
bur NFL free agency starts
in three days.
After that brief period
of frantic money-throwing,
teams will have a much
better idea of which
potential rookies can fill the
rest of their needs.
A
successful
draft
night for these young,
gifted players could help to
further
cement
Clemson's position as a
national powerhouse.

Clemson men's basketball looks to postseason
Tigers niust overconie regular season struggles to keep hopes alive
Cole Little
Senior StajfWriter

I

KIM MONTUORO // Photo Editor
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Jaron Blossomgame (5) is one of the seniors on Clemson's
team looking to tum the season around in postseason play.

How well a team
overcomes adversity is the
ultimate determinant for
how it will perform when the
stakes are at their highest.
In the case of the
Clemson
Tigers
men's
basketball team, adversity has
been a defining factor of the
season. From starting point
guard Shelton Mitchell's ill
timed injury prior to the
season's start to the bevy
of heart-wrenching losses
suffered during conference
play, the Tigers have been
put to the test time and time
again chis season. As a result,
their weather-worn exterior
has only helped strengthen
their core, priming Clemson
for a surprising run in the
ACC Tournament.
This
season,
the
ACC has been perhaps as
impressive as any conference
has ever been, with 12 of its
15 teams standing decent
chances of making it into the
NCAA Tournament. This late
in the season, that number
of potential March Madness
participants is beyond stellar
and fully indicative of the
reasoning that Clemson's
6-12 record is not reflective
of its quality of play over the
course of the season.
Hurting the Tigers'
current March Madness
chances is the fact chat they
have only accrued one victory
over a top 25-ranked team

this season, South Carolina.
However, their six losses to
ranked opponents by one or
two possessions is proof of
how close they have come
to being one of the true
powers of the ACC in this
unpredictable season.
Speaking on his team's
up-and-down season after
Saturday's victory, Clemson
Head Coach Brad Brownell
told reporters, "This has
been, obviously, a year
where we've been punched
in the gut several times and
probably taken a couple
standing eight counts, but we
certainly haven't given in."
From the hard-fought
overtime loss to perennial
powerhouse North Carolina
to the hard-fought last-second
loss to fellow perennial
powerhouse Syracuse, the
Tigers have run the gamut of
heartbreak this year, featuring
several
near-upsets
and
bounce-back performances
that have defined this resilient
Clemson bunch.
As a result, the odds
stacked against the Tigers in
becoming the second team
to ever win five games in
five days en route to winning
a conference tournament
are not as daunting as they
may seem.
"I have confidence in
our team. I think we're a good
team; I really do," Brownell
said when discussing the
outlook for Clemson in the
upcoming ACC Tournament.
"I know our record isn't what

we would like it to be, and
there are certainly a bunch of
games that have come down
to the wire and several that
we haven't been able to close
our. Bur I think our team isn't
going to be in awe of anyone
we play or not confident chat
we can't play on a big stage."
A unique team in
terms of Brownell-coached
Clemson squads, chis season's
team has used its fast
paced offense and hot shot
guard play with the veteran
presence of the always reliable
Jaron
Blossomgame
to
create plenty of excitement.
Though
the
trademark
defense has been lacking at
times, contributing to the
subpar conference record, the
Tigers have hung with several
opponents in games that they
were not necessarily supposed
to win, and currently stand at
16-14 overall.
Often
performing
well in games in which
they were heavily outsized,
such as their macchups
against Florida Scace and
North Carolina, the Tigers,
who are lacking m terms
of height, have fought
to overcome the gaudy
rebounding margin and
come close to winning those
match ups by way of their own
unique style of basketball.
That unique style of
basketball
has
Clemson
poised and primed to turn
heads in the Barclays Center
in Brooklyn chis week for
the ACC Tournament, as the

Tigers are looking to capitalize
off of the momentum gained
from their quality finish to
the regular season. Brownell
certainly 1s not of the
opinion that a deep ACC
Tournament run is out of the
question for Clemson.
In his postgame press
conference on Saturday, the
head coach said, "It's nice
that we've won two this
week and played pretty well
the last five games of the year,
and I hope chat continues. I
feel good about our team and
am hopeful that we'll play
well at the right time."
NC State, a team
that the Tigers beat at
home last week, serves as
the Tigers' first opponent
in Brooklyn, and, if they
collect
that
win,
the
12th-seeded
Tigers will face off against
Duke, a team that they
came within two points
of upsetting on the road
in February.
All in all, the ACC has
been the sport's equivalent of
a rollercoaster this season, and
the Tigers could definitely
benefit from that on a
neutral court in Brooklyn.
For a 6-12 ACC team, the
Tigers certainly are dangerous
and should not, under any
circumstances,
be
counted out of making
some serious noise in
Brooklyn
this
week.
Exceeding
expectations
is, after all, the Tigers'
calling card.
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Clemson track and
field impresses at
ACC Tournament
Cole Little
Senior StajfWriter
Clemson's track and
field team has performed
admirably
throughout
its first indoor season,
with the newly renovated
Clemson Indoor Track &
Field Complex serving as
its home. Placing a handful
of competitors in the
upcoming NCAA Indoor
Championships, the Tigers
experienced their fair share
of success early on in 2017
and will look to carry
that trend forward as they
turn their attention to the
outdoor season.
At the ACC Indoor
Championships in South
Bend, Indiana, on Feb.
23-25, Clemson produced
some quality showings,
earning an abundance of
podium appearances in
the process.
On the first day of
competition, the Clemson
women's distance medley
relay (DMR) team set
a program record with
an impeccable time of
11 :02.68. Placing second
after a hotly contested
finish that saw Clemson's
Ersula Farrow get tripped,
the Tigers still earned a top
mark in one of the most
prestigious track events in
the nation. In the men's
DMR, another program
record was broken as the
Tigers took fifth place with
a time of 9:40.85.
The next day saw the
Tigers claim gold in an
event, with superstar long
jumper Chris McBride - 
one of the nation's best and
brightest long jumpers tying his own school record
with a 25'6.75" jump. In
the women's long jump,
Angelica Collins took home
the bronze with her 20'3.5"
'f oot jump.
With several runners
showing out in preliminary
events for tht Tigers on the
second day of ACCs, that
made for a great showing
of orange and regalia on the
final day of competition.
In total, 15 Clemson
competitors medaled on the
final day, highlighted by
lana Amsterdam's second
career ACC gold in the
triple
jump.
Hopping,
skipping and jumping to
a personal best leap of
43'9.25", Amsterdam came
up with the longest jump
at the ACC Championships
and the seventh longest in
the nation.

Right
behind
Amsterdam was Clemson's
Anasterasia Terrell, who
finished as runner-up in the
triple jump with a leap of
41'9.25".
All-ACC
distance
runner
Grace
Barnett
earned silver medals in the
mile and 3k races, and,
since she was a member of
the DMR team that took
second place, received an
impressive three silvers
in total. In the women's
60-meter sprint, Clemson
was stellar, collecting first
and second place nods. Star
freshman Rebekah Smith
won with a time of 7.31,
the eighth fastest time in
program history, and Torie
Robinson was right behind
her with a time of 7.32.
A similar circumstance
occurred in the men's
400-meter
dash,
with
the Tigers filling up the
podium in the event. Jeffrey
Green, Cordell Lamb and
Michael Cheeks finished
first, second and third,
respectively, marking the
second straight year that
Clemson
runners
have
swept the podium in
that event. Those three
were also members of the
men's 4x400-meter relay
squad, which defended
its title at ACCs. Also of
note, the women's 4x400
team finished third, Lamb
picked up a silver medal
in the men's 200-meter
dash and Kirk Lewis took
second place in the men's
60-meter hurdles.
A highly successful
indoor season for the
Tigers will conclude at
NCAA
this
weekend's
Indoor
Championships
in College Station, Texas,
where Clemson performed
well earlier in the year as
part of the Charlie Thomas
Invitational.
Amsterdam,
Barnett, Green, McBride
and multiple other Clemson
competitors will look to
earn the ultimate glory of
being hailed as national
champions when they take
to the track later this week.
Clemson Head Coach
Mark Elliott and his staff
have done an excellent job
this season of preparing the
Tigers for each meet, the
quality showings at every
competition this season
appropriate. The outdoor
season is right around
the corner, and the Tigers
are primed to continue
their
success
in
the
foreseeable future .

Left-handed pitcher Jacob Hennessy (32) has a 1.80 ERA and has been used as a situational reliever so far in the season.

Veteran pitchers, young talent helping
Tigers find pitching depth
Barnes) ·Gillia~ leading way for Cle~son
Allison Daniel
Sports Editor
It's no secret that last
year's Clemson baseball
team
struggled
with
pitching. There were 10
games
throughout
the
season when the opposing
team posted 10 or more
runs against the staff.
With a shallow bullpen
of young players, Head
Coach Monte Lee had to
put together a patchwork
pitching staff to carry the
team through the season.
This
season,
the
bullpen has more depth
to it and more veterans,
enabling Lee to work on
solidifying his rotation
without having to worry
about having guys to go in
the next game.
Lee addressed his hopes
for the pitching earlier in
the year, saying, "The one
thing we do know is that
last year, we had to put guys
in those spots because it was
all we had. This year, we can
choose which guy to put in
those spots because we have
options, we have depth and
we have competition."
The starting rotation
on the weekends thus far has
remained consistent with
Charlie Barnes on Fridays,
Pat Krall on Saturdays and
Alex Eubanks on Sunday.s.
Krall, the best pitcher
from last year's squad,
struggled early on in the
year and has also suffered
some
from
defensive
struggles. His 4.32 ERA is
high but· he is still 2-0 on
the year.
Barnes
has
been
spectacular in his three
performances, even though

■
■

he has a 0-1 record. He's
scattered 17'hits across 19.1
innings pitched, giving up
four runs, only two earned,
while striking out 24 and
walking three.
Barnes was not the
pitcher of record in his
outings against Wright State
or Elon and was handed
the loss to South Carolina
after the Gamecocks won
2-0 on two unearned runs.
He has also only given up
three extra base hits and no
homeruns so far.
Teams are batting a
.236 against Barnes and
he has seemingly solidified
his spot as the Friday night
starter for now.
Eubanks started the
season off badly against
Wright State, giving up five
earned runs in 4.1 innings
pitched. Against Elon in his
next appearance, he looked
much sharper and kept the
ball lower in the strike zone.
As a result, Phoenix batters
mustered only three hits
and no runs against him.
South
Against
Carolina, Eubanks thew
6.0 innings, giving up eight
hits but only three earned
runs while striking out four
batters.
Overall, he is 1° 1 with
eight runs, all earned, and
17 strikeouts to four walks.
The starting rotation
isn't the only positive for
Clemson pitching. The
emergence of Ryley Gilliam
as a closer has also helped
out the Tigers.
Gilliam, whose fastball
can touch 97 mph, has
been solid in his four
appearances. Most recently,
against South Carolina in
game two of the series, he

earned his first win of the
to go seven innings and
season to accompany his
gave up only one run.
one save of the year.
Right now, his ERA
In just eleven innings
sits at 4.91, still a bit
pitched, Gilliam has an
inflated from that Western
ERA of 0.82, giving up
Carolina matchup since he
only one earned run total.
has only pitched a total of
He has also struck out 18
11 innings.
batters and only walked
In the pen, Brooks
two.
Opposing
teams
and
Jacob
Crawford
are only batting .114
Hennessy have emerged as
against him.
two relievers the Tigers can
Prior to the South
rely on.
Carolina appearance in
A big lefty, Hennessy
game two, Gilliam had a
has been brought in several
pretty easy time closing
times to give the Tigers a
things out for the Tigers.
favorable matchup against
His outing against the
left-handed hitters, but has
Gamecocks
showed
he
also been used m longer
could handle the pressure
stints of relief.
of a more intense game.
He has a sparkling 1.80
With the winning run
ERA and has 14 strikeouts
to his name, tied for third
at the plate in a very good
Alex Destine, Gilliam was
most on the team.
able to get the strikeout to
Crawford is a contender
end the game and seal the
for a second midweek
victory for Clemson.
starter but has been used
After the game Lee
strictly as a reliever so far.
said, "I wanted to see how
He has only pitched four
Ryley would react . . . your
innings and is still sitting
closer isn't always going to
at a 0.00 ERA (he has given
come in and strike out the
up one unearned run).
side."
Through his 5.2 innings, he
Thus far, the Tigers
has struck out eight and has
have only played one
not walked a batter.
midweek game per week
Overall, this pitching
instead of two, so the
staff has a combined ERA
true depth and skill of the
of 2.83 over 105 innings
bullpen hasn't been heavily
pitched, giving up 41 runs,
tested.
33 of which were earned.
Tyler
Jackson,
a
The most startling
redshirt
graduate,
has • statistic 1s the strikeout
emerged as a midweek
to walk ratio. Clemson
starter. In his first outing
pitchers have combined to
against Western Carolina,
strike out 121 batters while
he struggled against a
only walking 28.
powerful lineup and gave
As conference play
up three runs in 2.1 innings
begins, the depths of the
pitched.
bullpen and the integrity
Lee stuck with him as
of the Tiger pitchers will
the starter against Wofford
be tested more heavily,
and Jackson showed a lot of but thus far they have
improvement. He was able
been solid.

Clemson's first National

Championship hero
Sophia Radebaugh
Contributor
35 years. 12,775 days.
The drought that kept
the Tigers tirelessly striving
towards the ultimate goal, a
National Championship:
January 1, 1982 to
January9, 2017.
Two pivotal moments for
Clemson Football.
Everyone has pivotal
moments in their life, which
often shapes their direction.
Perry Tuttle understands this
better than most.
The
1981
National
was
the
Championship
beginning of fame for wide
receiver Perry Tuttle. His
famous catch put Clemson up
22-15 over No. 2 Nebraska in
the biggest game of the year
and was something he would
never live down.
This "pivotal moment"
set the tone for a journey that
Tuttle wasn't prepared for, and
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one he claims that "no one can
be prepared for."
"No one talked to me
about how there would be little
boys who walked the streets
in Clemson, wearing No. 22,
listening to every word that
came out of my mouth even
when you don't know they were
around," Tuttle said, "I knew
it wasn't about me anymore.
I had to represent the 1981
team, and I had to represent
Clemson University."
Making "the winning
catch" was a dream that Tuttle
had fantasized about since the
age of four. It followed him to
college, where he spent night
after night in his dorm room
bed tossing up his football for
hours before he would dose
his eyes.
"I wanted that to be the
last thing I saw before I went
to sleep - catching the ball,"
Tuttle said.
The quarterback at the
time, Homer Jordan, had a

special relationship with Tuttle.
They spent every spare moment
putting in work, practicing
"the catch."
Tuttle said, "Homer told
me that ifwe ever get in a dose
game, to look for him. He told
me he would nod his head and
that was my cue to go to the
corner of the end wne."
Sure enough, in the
huddle before that play, Homer
told Perry to keep an eye
on him, and a few minutes
later they would be crowned
National Champions.
This 1981 Cinderella
story sounds familiar to
Clemson Tigers today, for not
too long ago, Hunter Renfrow
caught this same winning
pass in the corner of the end
wne - a moment that made
Clemson history.
The
National
Championship was not the only
thing that made 1981 and2017
similar. Perry Tuttle described
Head Coach Danny Ford and

Head Coach Dabo Swinney as
one and the same.
"They are both the most
down-to-earth men I've ever
met," Tuttle said. "Both love
their players before anything."
After college, Tuttle spent
three seasons playing in the
NFL and six seasons playing
in the CFL. His love for the
game never went away, but it
certainly changed over time.
Tuttle started to notice
the lack of fulfillment that
it brought him, which led
to his decision to retire in
1992 - two seasons after a
championship win with his
team the Blue Bombers.
Today,
he
inspires
athletes and coaches as a
speaker, an author and the
chaplain for the Charlotte
Hornets.
"I thought fame would
give me privileges, but
what I found out, and what
changed me, is realizing how
little privileges fame gives you."

'tttger.

The front page of The Tiger after the 1981 National
Championship. Tuttle (22) is seen running the ball.
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SPORTS PHOTO OF THE WEEK

CALEB HAIK // Staff

Redshirt sophomore Clemson baseball pitcher Alex Eubanks (16) holds his niece after a game at Doug Kingsmore Stadium.
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THE TIGER
TALKS:

.Spring break destinations
Wi~h Spring Break quickly approaching, we asked afew
nienibers of The Tiger's editorial board where they'd be
going this spring break.

SENIOR STAFF
C. SMALLS
Editor-in-Chief

SAAVON

editor.thetigernews@gmail.com

L. MCHALE
Associate Editor

KODY

associate].thetigemews@gmail.com

NEWS
thetigernewsl @.1mail.com
KATIE Mcl.:ARTHY

News Editor

"I'm headed to
Charleston!"
"Cherry Grove in NMB.
AKA where all of the old
people are."

-Nicole Clamp, TimeOut
Layout Editor

"Panama City Beach!"
-Saavon Smalls, Editor-in
Chief

CAROLINE DILLARD

News Layout Editor

OUTLOOK
opinions.therigernews@gmail.com
SAAVON SMALLS

(Interim) Outlook Editor
DARIAH BROWN

Outlook Layout Editor

~oseph Messier, TimeOut
Editor

"I'm going home to see
my pets!"

"Headed to Knoxville,
Tennessee."

SPORTS
sports .thetigernews@gmail.com
ALLISON DANIEL

Sports Editor

-Katie McCarthy, News
Editor

-Kody McHale, Associate
Editor

COLIN HALM

Assistant Sports Editor
COLE LITILE

Senior Staff Writer
TIMEOUT

..,----------------------------Thank you, Clenison
to the editor:

~Cl)

I'm amazed every time including Iraq - and yet, still
I read Joe Sherman's essay managed to be the two most
"SomethinginTheseHills." So instrumental people in guiding
poignant, so accurate, so telling me to those hills of Clemson.
I loved every second ofmy
as to why tens of thousands
love and cherish Clemson four, um, five years at Clemson.
so dearly. He concludes, the Many adults advised me to
"Something" must be the cherish every moment and I
people of Clemson's "ability heeded their advice. But in
· to impart to all [they] touch a my fifth year, almost all of my
respect, an admiration and an friends moved on, falling prey
affection that stands firm in to pesky graduation. How
· disquieting times when things could I be the only one to fail
· around it give impressions of a few classes (most of them
coming unglued." My quick never took engineering classes
translation of Mr. Sherman's such as thermodynamics or
eloquent
supposmon,
in advanced ridiculous fluid
tough times Clemson folk dynamics ofinsane structures)?
· show love to one another and I still enjoyed iny second senior
subsequently love for the place year, but much less than my
where the Blue Ridge yawns its first four. The beauty, peace,
and comradery of Clemson
greatness.
still
struck me daily, but
My
Clemson
story
begins in a no stoplight town, lacking were the irreplaceable
Gresham, SC.
I was five friendships that only years of
meals at Harcombe, drinks
years old, and I couldn't help
at
Tiger Town Tavern, hall
but marvel at the paw on the
parties with the goal of having
back window of my father's
coworker's car - it was the best just enough fun as to not wake
thing I'd ever seen. This simple the R.A. and swimming in
the reflection pond can forge.
paw was enough to draw me
back to South Carolina, and 'There is something in these
specifically Clemson, 12 years hills, and it's not just beautiful
later, to tour the campus. Iloved landscapes and architecturally
the campus and the friendly impressive buildings, but the
people, but the prospect of love Clemson folk express to
attending a college nine hours other Clemson folk (ignoring
away from home concerned the knife fight I witnessed in
me. During my tour, the Air an alley off College Avenue,
Force ROTC Commander because those two obviously
recruiting me (Colonel Sandy never read Mr. Sherman's
Edge), traversed over a wall and work).
Football is the centerpiece
through a shrub to throw out a
Coke bottle. As I later learned, of the Clemson experience.
this was no show - Colonel Clemson football affords us
Edge's love for Clemson and Tigers the chance to gather
his fellow man is anything but with friends, to act crazy for ·a
a show. I also learned during few hours, and to be a part of
something bigger than yoursel£
this visit that the man from
Gresham with the paw and So much bigger. 80,000 strong
gathering for the exact same
Colonel Edge were freshman
roommates. They left "these purpose - it's something that
hills" in two very different is virtually impossible to find
directions - one to teach in the in any other part of life. No
backwoods of the lower state matter your race, creed, gender,
of South Carolina and the or religion, if you wear orange
other to serve across the world, on a fall Saturday, you are

..J

part of the ONE CLEMSON
family. I've thought, at times
my passion (bordering on
obsession), with Tiger football
was a tad unh~thy; and ifyou
let a game ruin your weekend
or consume all of your free
time, unhealthy is accurate.
But when a game brings you
back. fall after fall to see great
friends and family you might
otherwise not see for decades,
Clemson football is healthy
and a blessing. And when those
same Clemson f~iends buy a
brick for you at Death Valley,
then Death Valley becomes
more than healthy but also a
source ofhealing.
If you wander north from
Howard's Rock, roughly a
DeShaun Watson deep ball,
·you will find another piece of
rock - a brick etched with "IN
MEMORY OF SYDNEY
ANN HAGGERTY." My first
of three beautiful children,
Sydney Ann passed away only
twenty minutes after birth.
These were the disquiering
times Mr. Sherman referred
to, and for me, things were
coming unglued. June 16,
2013 remains the hardest
day of my life by far. I never
lost faith in the existence of a
God, but severely doubted the
existence of a good God. The
outpouring oflove from family,
strangers and my Clemson
brothers and sisters showed me
God's love again. Selfless love
from others carried us through.
Clemson football was a
milestone. In July, I thought,
if I can just drag myself to the
Valley for the big Georgia
Clemson tilt, I could maybe
survive this overwhelming
pain. I made it there. We
(my wife and I) made it there.
I saw great friends and the
Tigers played inspired football.
Later that season, my friends
revealed to my wife and me a
most thoughtful and treasured
gift. It's just a game, but

games helped me through; it's memories. Thank you
just a brick, but a brick brings Mom for gently pushing
bittersweet healing.
After me towards Clemson,
seeing my sweet • Sydney's when I hesitated to go so
brick, the Tigers reeled off 21 farfrom·home. Thankyou,
consecutive wins in the Valley Colonel Edge, for showing
- maybe coincidence, maybe me your passion and love
not. Either way, Sydney and all for
Clemson.
Thank
us Clemson faithful witnessed you, William Powell, for
some phenomenal games these being the best man at my
past four seasons. Wow, four wedding and then the best
seasons.
man at coming up with
It's just a game, but it · national
championship
ties me to loyal friends and to front row tickets. Thank
a father who worked hard to you, Clemson friends, for
not only take me to my first your support and love when
Clemson game at the 1991 Hall it was most needed. Thank
of Fame Bowl, but also attend you, Tiger football, for
a Tiger practice. Few ten year making the unattainable
olds are lucky enough to shake become attainable. All of
Levon Kirkland's hand and you embody the something
catch field goals from Chris that is in those hills.
Gardocki. Tampa was the
And thank you God
site of my first Clemson game 'for protecting my second
experien~e, and now decades daughter, who less · than
later, the site of my greatest 24 hours after the big win,
Clemson game experience.
bolted out of a Wendys
It's just a game, but I loved into what could have been
football .Fridays with my dad. an
oncoming
vehicle.
Whether I was a boy on the Thankfully no cars were
sidelines, or sitting next to my coming, but I learned again
dad calling plays in the booth, quickly after the game what
or having huge teenagers treat is most important.
me like one of their own, I
There is something
loved every second of it. It's in those hills of Clemson.
just a game, but I saw my dad It's love, it's lifring friends
teach boys work ethic, sacrifice, up after tragedy, it's a walk
selflessness, and above all, love on dominating five star
for one another. OnJanuary 9, I recruits, and it's a college
saw a team embody all of those football championship. It's
attributes and more. Clemson just a game, but it's a game
showed what happens when that showed a team standing
men put aside selfish interests, firm in disquieting times. It
work tirelessly for a common was just a game but it was
goal and allow their love for one a game that makes it even
another to bind them when an easier to "stand taller, feel
excellent Barna team threatens better and say with a high
to make things come unglued. pride to all within earshot,
It's just a game, but now those 'I went to Clemson'." Yes, I
young men and an entire fan too say with high pride, "I
base know what can happen went to Clemson" and other
when a unified group strives than marrying the woman
for lofty and nearly outrageous I don't deserve, it was the
goals.
greatest decision ofmy life.
So thank you, Dad, for all
the great football memories and
some of my first great Clemson

Mechanical Engineering, Class ef 2004
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By: Weslry Skidmore) Contributor
"Reading is sexy",
reads the pin fastened to
A.D. Carson's cardigan,
as he sits drinking coffee
during his open office
hours m the Cooper
Library Starbucks. Carson
is a doctoral candidate at
Clemson University who
shook the world of Ph.D.
research by releasing a
34-track rap album as his
dissertation.
The album, titled
"Owning My Masters:
The Rhetorics of Rhymes
and Revolutions," delves
into themes of identity,
racism and inequality in
songs that Carson wrote
and produced during his
time at Clemson.

"I write, record and
mix on a daily or weekly
basis," Carson explained.
"Each semester I finished
with a mix tape of those
recordings. So, after the
seventh mix tape, I kind
of composed the album's
final playlisr."
Carson
studies
rhetoric, communications
and information design .
As such, when forming his
dissertation, Carson felt an
obligation to demonstrate,
as opposed to tell.
"I think that it's
really
important
for
me, rather than write
about
rap's
rhetorical
functions, to demonstrate
them by composing and

producing a rap album
to do those things that I
would otherwise just write
about," Carson said.
The
dissertation
defense took place on Feb.
24 and Carson performed
five of his 34 tracks:
"Dissertation,"
"Willie
Revisited,"
"Internal
Contradiction,"
"Good
Mourning, America," and
"Familiar."
When asked why he
chose these five, Carson
said, "I think that they
best represent many of
the overarching themes
and ways that I would like
for people to attempt to
engage with the project."
When listening to

Carson's pieces, it is
important to note the
Langston
Hughes-esque
way he weaves other
artists' works into the
songs. Carson referred to
great artists and activists
of the past and present
such as Hortense Spillers,
Sylvia Wynter, Talib Kweli
and Frantz Fanon.
Carson doesn't only
use the work of notable
black
and
AfricanAmericans,
but
also
calls attention to white
men and women who
have perpetuated racial
stereotypes. For example,
in
"Willie
Revisited,"
Carson refers to Willie
Lynch, a white slave owner

from the West Indies. In
1712, he was invited to
give a speech to American
slave owners in Virginia
who were having difficulty
controlling their slaves.
Lynch's
short
address
argues that slave owners
must pit their slaves
against one another. The
male against the female;
the light skinned against
the dark skinned; and the
old against the young. If
the slaves distrusted one
another and depended
fully on the white families
who owned them, they
would be much easier
to control. In "Willie
Revisited," Carson uses
the line, "How do you

make a slave stay a slave?
Tell him he can make
a slave and make some
money while he's at it. It's
simple and tragic." Carson
refers to the historical use
of Lynch's tactics in the
Caribbean, but also to the
current state of the United
States' political and social
atmospheres.
Carson
argues that the hierarchies
that drive almost all U.S.
systems have created a
new type of servitude.
To say the dissertation
is different from the
traditional format would
be an understatement. So,
what does it add to the
body of doctoral research

Continue to B4

Clemson student

+

Photos contributed by Rachel Anderson

Saavon Smalls

Editor-in-Chief

Chandler Cook grew
up in Atlanta, a hotbed for
up-and-coming artists in
the Southern rap scene.
Cook, a senior material
sciences and engineering
major, used the inspiration
around him to form his
music career. The student
rapper, who goes by Mr.
Cook, started as a lyricist
and then transitioned into
producing his own music.
"I first started writing
poetry and lyrics 11 or 12
years ago back in middle
school," Cook said. ''At the
time I was listening to a lot
of Outkast and Eminem."
Cook
records
all
of his music in his
unconventional studio.
'TU go to my room,
flip my mattress vertically,
set the mic up and pretty
much spend 15 to 20
minutes transforming my
room into a studio."
Even
with
the
Cook
limited
space,
stays motivated.
"From there, once my
mattress is vertical, I can't
sleep on it, so it keeps me
driven," Cook said. "On a
typical Saturday, I might be

I

I

I
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out with the boys, but you
got to remember that if you
want to make something
big happen, you have to
make sacrifices."
Cook was also self
taught when it came to
the
audio
production
equipment, something that
"people go to college to
get degrees while learning
it," Cook said. All of his
knowledge on utilizing it
was gained through the
internet and YouTube.
Cook
has
been
recording for a year, and
on March 2nd released
his first album, with all of
the songs recorded within
200 days. In the beginning
stages, Cook faced some
tribulation, not having the
support of others rallied
behind him.
"I talked to a few people
in Atlanta about potentially
making instrumentals for
them and producing their
stuff," the senior said. "The
response I got back was that
they didn't want to work
with me or didn't have the
time to put in."
From there, Cook set
out to make a statement,
not only to the doubters,
but to himself.
"I wanted to prove to
myself that I could make

this happen and prove to
others that I wasn't just all
talk."
Cook said that "The
Soup du Jour," the title of
the album, played on the
"anytime, anyplace" vibes
that he desired for the
album to have. This was,
according to Cook, from
a desire to cover a "wide
range of topics that college
students could relate to."
The term "The Soup du
Jour" translates from French
to "soup of the day."
"When you listen to
the album on different
times or days, you're not
going to fully catch all
of the different lyrical
complexities," Cook said.
"You have to listen to it
a few times to catch the
subtle things I've placed
throughout the songs."
Sporting an Outkast
Cook
agreed
hoodie,
that the band had a huge
impact on his music. The
rapper stated that it was
the "Hey Ya" group's (who
also hail from Atlanta)
"funky southern style" and
complex lyrical abilities
that he incorporated into
his own work.
"[Outkast has) such
a distinct style when they
rap - it's so intricate and

perfectly executed," Cook
said. "When you hear it on
a recording, it's confusing at
first , but if you hear them
live, you're taken back at
how well they know both
their verses and each other."
As a white rapper,
Cook
also
channeled
Eminem's quick-wittedness,
adding that he admires
"[Eminem's) delivery of
lines.,,

The "Mr. Cook touch,"
as the senior would put it,
comes from the rapper's
love of instrumentals.
"Each one I've spent
countless hours configuring
it, and I think you can
hear a lot of the southern
funk within it," Cook said.
"There are some songs that
are hype and a few that are
mellow. That's the best part
of the album . . . there's no
way to pinpoint the best
time to listen."
Cook said that his
career hasn't been without
doubts. When the rapper
was in middle school, he
was a member of a group
called Plot Synopsis. The
choice was not met with a
warm response, with Cook
being met with doubts of
his musical dreams.
"I got a lot of ridicule
and
shade
thrown,"

Cook said.
But despite that, Cook
continued to push through,
reinforcing the notion that
"it's something that [he)
had a passion for."
Eight years later, Cook
now has gained positive
traction from his audience,
friends and family alike.
"Every time someone
texted me, they would pick
a track that they liked or
connected with, and there
hasn't been any overlap."
When
Cook
isn't
writing music, he's applying
for jobs, being a student
or - as his name suggests
- cooking.
When it comes to his
music, Cook said he feels
a sense of vulnerability
in showing the world his
talent.
"You're letting people
into your life and letting
them know the things you
think abour, but it's also
a relief," he said. "It's nice
to not have to worry about
what people think about
my music before I release
it anymore - it's just out
there."
Cook describes his
transition from the start
of the album recording to
releasing it as "professional,"
inspired by a decision to

make music a top priority
rather than a hobby.
"That
mindset
transition
helped
the
quality of the music."
To the community,
Cook expressed his love for
the local music scene.
"Clemson music is
really strong right now,"
he said. "There are many
talented
musicians,
so
support your local artists."
"The Soup du Jour" is
currently available on Cook's
Soundcloud
(chandler
cook-1). Hardcopies can
also be purchased for
$1.50 through a message to
Cook's personal Facebook.
You can also follow him on
Instagram at cook_mc.

Check Mr.
Cookout on
SoundCloud at:
chandler-cook-I

andfollow him on
lnstagrarn at:
cook_rnc
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Most meaningful yet: 1 1Logan 1 is fighting its way to the top

Joseph Messier
Time Out Editor

The l ttest addition
to the Mz rvel Cinematic
Universe 1s perhaps

the grittiest and most
meaningful yet. The
hype for this movie
was unimaginable, and
usually that spells out
disaster for the ratings
of the movie when it

does release. However,
"Logan" delivered. It
really delivered. I would
confidently
give
it
9.2/10 stars.
The basic premise
for the plot of "Logan"
is Logan coming into

guardianship of a young
girl named Laura, who is
unmistakably similar to
the Wolverine. At first,
Logan does not like the
girl and wants nothing
to do with her. He is
aging and wants mostly
to be left alone. All he
really has left to live for
is to care for the elderly
and
telepathically
dangerous
Charles
Xavier. As the movie
carries on, Professor X
starts to convince Logan
that perhaps he should
care about the girl. The
movie follows the trio
as they run from an evil
corporation that wants
to take Laura away for
their own nefarious
purposes.
One of the bigger
analogies that you could
draw about "Logan" is
how similar it is to a
classic Western. There
is something timeless
about a man going on an
epic journey for himself
or for the sake of helping
another. In this case,
it's both. Along with
helping Laura, Logan
must also help himself
along his journey, as he
has lost his will to live.
Even if you completely
ignore the plot, just
the scenery alone is
enough to invoke the
nostalgic feelings of a
lone cowboy riding the
plains at sunset.
The trailers for
"Logan" were absolutely
amazing
bits
of
advertising. Most of the
main trailers featured
the
song
"Hurt,"
covered by Johnny Cash.
"Hurt" is a depressing
and melancholy song

which some interpret as
a suicide note. Seeing
as Logan is practically
dying, and considering
the depressing nature of
the movie, a better song
could not have been
chosen to represent the
movie.
At this point, you
may be thinking: "This
sounds like a deathly
serious movie. I don't
want to be feeling
sad and sorry for the
characters for the full
two hours!"
Fret
not,
dear
reader.
Although there are
plenty of scenes that had
me and will probably
have you on the edge
of your seat, you'll have
Xavier for a bit of comic
relief. I suppose it's kind
of insulting to say, but
the older people get,
the less they care about
what they say. And
Xavier is in his nineties.
Throughout the movie,
especially after certain
intense
scenes,
the
Professor will give a
short quip that relieves
the tension, or at least
makes you laugh a little.
These
intermittent
bits of comedy do not
take over the film. If
anything else, they make
it flow more smoothly
and create pauses to
give the viewer a chance
to rest from the action.
Now let me just
.
reiterate: "Logan " 1s a
great movie. But there
is no such thing as a
movie that is perfect.
All have their flaws, but
I could only find one
in this movie, and it's
pretty nit-picky. In the

Courtesy of Wikimedia

was

previously

lacking?

"It

places sounds
and voices and thoughts
that might otherwise be
explored by writing about
them in a space where they
exist side by side," Carson
explained. Carson also
describes his process of
engaging with the artists
that differs from other
dissertations.
"In rap, they talk
about the cypher or
the space where the art
happens," Carson said. "I
think one of the things I
tried to bring out in the
defense is that I wanted to
step into that cypher with
other artists and imagine
being in conversation with
the wox\"is 'they use."
, An
example
of

collaboration within this
cypher can be seen in one
of the five songs performed
at the dissertation: "Good
Mourning,
America."
Carson pulls influences
from
Ralph
Waldo
Emerson's
"Invisible
Man"
throughout
the
song, which refers to the
invisibility many black
Americans faced in the
1950s. He begins the piece
by saying, "The grotesque
fantasy of the shrinking
so-called
majority,
America's nightmare, is
slowly transitioning from
somnolent slumber to
a waking state akin to
sleepwalking."
. Carson's collaboration
with Ellisbn is in ref~;ence
to "Invisible Man," where
black men and women

i

Listen on Sound Cloud at:
AydeeTheGreat Carson
I
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tiptoed through life so as
not to awaken the sleeping
ones in White America.
Ellison says that one of the
most dangerous things to
do in the world is wake a
sleepwalker.
Using this idea and
plunging it into the
present, Carson calls this
the period of America's
awakening. The body
America has seen as
pristine for so long due to
the repetitive removal of
black and brown bruises is
not so anymore. America is
burning, and sleepwalking
is no longer an option.
After such arduous
writing and producing,
Carson J;11;1ally had to
release his 'album. When
asked about the most
difficult part of the whole

process, Carson said, "I
think the hardest part is
really after recording a
song and letting it go. It's
leaving it up to people's
scrutiny or interp;retatio
or dismissal; a°'d '
that point it's a kind p
vulnerability."
While the album
release may have been
difficult for Carson, the
finished product is highly .
recommended for tho~i::
caught up in the poHtkal
mumbo-jumbo of faJ~e
news and presidential
nonsense. It not only
asks
questions
about
the more difficult issues,
plaguing American society
surrounding race, geQ,det
, V
and poverty, but also
attempts to answer them.

at

Visit
w.phd.aydeethegreat

com
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movie, there are many
action scenes involving
Laura.
Like
many
heroes in movies that
favor
hand-to-hand
combat (or : t this case,
hand-to-cL ),
they
yell when attacking.
And boy, does Laura
yell.
The amount of
screaming that this
little girl produced
while onscreen was
almost overdone. It was
hard to concentrate on
the actual fight scenes
when all you can hear
is what sounds like a
five-year-old
having
a tantrum. I suppose
it does sort of make
sense as to why she
yells so much, because
she is a child after all.
But in my opinion, it
was too much. Tone it
down, Laura. This isn't
a tennis match.
All in all, "Logan"
was a great watch.
Hugh Jackman's role as
the Wolverine in this
movie is different than
any of his past movies,
but it definitely doesn't
detract from the movie
as a whole. Any movie
that
involves
the
Wolverine
slashing
bad guys to bits counts
as a great movie in
my book. It's not all
about the violence,
though. The movie is
meaningful, and I had
tears streaming down
my face by its end, as
did half of the theater.
I'm not the crying
type either. Go see th 7
movie. Even if yot;'ve
never seen an X-Men
movie before, you'll be
glad you went.
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THIE IMPOSSIBLE (POP CULTURE) QUIZ
Questions by Saavon Sm,alls, Editor-in-Chief
of which. Nedlix show
asked Twitter to delete l>oi,wd Trump's
1. The

qeattit

account?
a,. "Unlireaf,able

Kmuny Schmidt''

b. "House ofCards''
c. "Master ofNone" .

t; l>im,ey's fust same-sex kiss recently ·
aired on what TV show?
a. "Steven Universe"
b. "Sta.rand the Fore.es of Evil"
c. "Gravity Falls"
3. What is the nanie ofLorde's new single?

a. "Green Liglit''
b. "&cl tight''
c. "Yellow Ught"

4.Who played Jeff Sessions as
G!Ullp in an SNL skid

Folff.St

a. Melissa McGu-thy

b. Emily Oe,cban.,(
· c. Emily Osment

b. Rosie O'Donnell
c. Kate McKinnon

5. The trailer for the rebooted
"DuckTales'' was recently released. What
~ did the original series first pl\'miere?
a.1983
b.1985
c.1987
.6. Who recently sang ''Happy Birthday"
to their partner through Instagtam?
a. Rihanna

b. Britney Spears
C. Katy Perry

Beat The Tiger stci]fer:
ErinJoh_ns
1. C
Copy Editor

Courtesy of my.clemson
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7. Who _will be playing Mary Poppins in
the Disney sequel?
·
a. Emily Blunt

8. What award must Viola Davis win next
in order to have an EGOTI
a.Emmy
b.Gr,immy
c. Tony

10. Adele is now confirmed to he
"married" to her beau_.
a. Simon Konechi
b. David K.onechi
c. Harold Konechi
Which Kardashian sibling decided
to recreate Kim's "break the internet''
pose?
a. Kylie
b.Kendall
C. K.oux-tney

11.

9. Which "Star Wars" actor will have a
birthday on the 9th?
a. Daisy Ridley
b.JobnB~
c. 0SCU" lsaacs

2• B

5. C
6. A

3.B

7.B

4.B

8. A

9. C
10. A
11. A
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Pasatiernpos

HOROSCOPES:

CROSSWORD

AQUARIUS

•

Across

~

1/

1 - Unite;
9 - Attack with severe criticism;

Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

~,;, PISCES
fl
~ Feb. 20 - March 20

15 - Type of ballot;
16 - Hate hole;

The signs as the least
hated foods at Core
Dining Hall

~curly Fries

►

Grilled Cheese

17 - Living somewhere;
18 - Group of nine;
19 - Capote, to friends;

ARIES

20 - Gradstobe;

March 21 - April 20

►

Turkey Sub

21- Nickof"Lorenzo's Oil";
22 - Vivacity;
24 - Animal fur;

)~TAURUS

28 - Grazing spot;

•

,.,.)

29 - Hardships;

►

Omelette Station

April 21 - May 20

31 - Spoken;
32 - Discount rack abbr.;

ff1J\)\
·~

ti-GEMINI

33 - Srate bird of Hawaii;

1~

34 - Eyeglasses with tinted lenses;
36 - Trappings;
38 - Make impossible;
43 - Dundee denial;

C"

44 - London an gallery;

""""""'""-➔-+-+--+-""""it-""1-"'11

45 -Skip;

b,,-4.,,..._,...,,.,,..,....,.,,...,,...,+...,,.+--,r--1.,..,,......,fy~

47 - LAX posting;

g
~---1---+--+---'----_.__-~__,~-3

48 - Acrually existing;
51 - Chilled soup;

Last week's
crossword answers

53 - Monetary unit ofVietnam;

13 - Radiators;

56 - Aries;
14 - Make beloved;
58 - Person who eats human flesh; 23 _Time being;
60 - Simple shed;

25 - Roman Catholic shrine;

61 - Hooked;

26 - Golfer Palmer, to his army;

62 - Respect;
63 - Mallgoer, oli:en;

27 - Jokes;
30 - Revive;

Down

34 - Panli:y;

1 - 39th president of the U.S;

35 - Make_ of (write down);

2 - Ohio college;

37 - Scheme;

3 - Relieve;

38 - Mends;

4 - Wreath offlowers;

39 - Verve;

5 - Breaks off,

41 - Feed bag;

6 - Lines ofdescent;

42 - Make obsolete;

7 - Perfume the air;

43 - Snuggle;

8 - Hosp. readout;

45 - Medium setting;

9 - Nor. neighbor;

46 - Old German coin;

10 - Tubular pasta;

49 - Classic Alan Ladd western;

11 - Canoonist Peter;

52 - "Rule, Britannia" composer;

12 - Lattice;

54 - Getting_ years;
5 7 - Pop's partner;

I

I

I
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May21-June21

CANCER

~ Pepperoni Pizza

-.:\, ~, June 22 - July 22

...""'
,I·'f'"
-~
I

fi

LEO

")

July 23 - Aug. 23

►

Cheeseburgers

►

Chicken Sandwiches

,

Mac-n-cheese

'-

50 - O.T. book;

55 - \X;riter LeShan;

.-~~,'
,,.
1
,:,1.~

40-Taboo;

M&M Cookies

►

VIRGO
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22

~LmRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

w w SCORPIO
~
... _,..,_,~_,,.

:,f1 -

· 1;

N A
G

R

.N u
0

!

C

N
0
A
A

e

-

A I..
N ! E
0 I) 11!
N A T

~.

•... _..•

S

Oct. 24 - Nov. 21

"'') SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

~

CAPBICOIUi
~ Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

► I'd rather die than eat in Core

►

Chicken Stir Fry

► Salad Bar

Horoscopes by The Timeout Team
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